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This new edition of a regional classic has been completely revised, updated, and expanded to

include many more facets of the joys and challenges of gardening in the maritime Pacific Northwest.

Included are new plant discoveries and information on container gardening, design trends,

community education and stewardship, and shoreline habitats. The authors offer comprehensive

details for using native plants to transform any garden into a low-maintenance, water-wise paradise

that utilizes the beauty of native plants and creates habitats for wildlife.
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This is a revised and updated version of a classic book about gardening with native plants in B.C

and the Pacific Northwest. The writers, one with a strong belief in the role of native plants in

ecological restoration, the other a botanist who spent 12 years as Assistant Curator in the

Herbarium at the University of Victoria, have together produced the most useful book about the

topic.Written with the gardener in mind (and a gardener who might not initially be knowledgeable

about, or committed to, gardening with native plants) this book is both readable and packed with

precisely focussed information.The book is in three parts. The first part, "Working with Native

Plants" covers topics such as designing the garden, what to do about lawns, propagation and

gardening for wildlife. I particularly liked the ideas for hedges - eliminating rows of pyramidal cedars

and planting native deciduous shrubs. Even, dare I say it, a hedgerow of mixed native shrubs, which

would make a more useful wildlife corridor.The second section, "Plants and their Habitats" picks up



the theme of plant communities and their cultural requirements, describing in detail forest, shoreline,

mountain habitats, etc., and native plants that would grow well there and be valuable to wildlife. The

third section is a regional source guide, suggesting sources for plants, further information and

education in both Canada and the US. Throughout the book each chapter has plants lists and a

generous reading list.The writers, while offering a vast amount of information, are aware that many

gardeners will want to move towards this kind of gardening gradually, and the book is full of

suggestions for doing this.
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